The portable Drink Backpack
With Mobile Drink Backpack you can invent soft drinks
that don't even exist and that may never be on the
market in this combination. It's quite possible that only
once in the world will somebody try this very special
mixture. This uniqueness makes your cooling moment
very special. Your mix is just for you.

We always have, at least when we were little. Back
then there were . Today there is and much more. And
what will happen when we mix it? Now you can make
up to 200 different drinks. Just put yourself together
your own favourite taste. How does it work?

Beverage vending machines for cold drinks
Drink Backpack for the sale of glass or PET (plastic)
bottles and cans delivers chilled beverages around the
clock - whenever employees, visitiors and shoppers feel
like a refreshment.
A great variety of possible combinations in terms of the
number of product chutes, the total capacity and the
distribution of the various beverages within the chute
system result in a wide range of choices for the user.

High-efficiency cooling, energy management, electronic
control and mobile data acquisition with modern Drink
Backpack make modern cold drink vending machines
easy-care star sellers with low follow-up costs.

With the possibility of placing an attractive poster on
the front of the vending machine behind an
advertisement and thus making you want to refresh
yourself. The classic without a view of the drinks
themselves. Variety should not play a major role here.

The portable vending machine, which always
encourages customers to play creative games, also has
tremendous advantages for the innkeeper. It can offer
almost everything. And in all sorts of variations,
including sugar-free ones - without renting extra
storage space. All this is possible because the vending
machine requires very little space - and only a water
connection. The different flavours come from
cartridges. So every drink is freshly mixed at the push
of a button. A bit like the early ones.

